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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which one of the following is NOT done by PAC in control phase?
A. Track the actual performance of work orders and compare it
to planned schedules.
B. Monitor and control work-in-process, lead times, and work
center queues.
C. Report work center efficiency, operation times, order
quantities and scrap.
D. Ensure that required materials, tooling, personnel and
information are available.
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 2
DRAG DROP
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation:
Vancouver - Domain trustMontreal - Active Directory Domain
Services IP site link

NEW QUESTION: 3
On the level of distance vector routing protocols use split
(split horizon) technology is right to say:
A. to avoid routing loops between adjacent routers
B. and routing inhibition (holddown) mechanism to work, to a
certain extent, have to avoid routing loops
C. reverse instead of toxic (poison reverse) algorithm
D. ensure that the routing information transmission process, no
longer receives this routing information is sent to the
interface on the routing information
Answer: A,B,D

NEW QUESTION: 4
Which two statements describe the authentication method used
with Cisco Intersight REST API Requests? (Choose two.)
A. The message body is encoded as a SHA256 hash if the message
body is not empty and then signed with the API Key ID
B. The REST API request message body is encoded as a SHA384
hash and then signed with the API Key ID.
C. The REST API request contains a base64-encoded signature of
the message content and headers.
D. The Cisco Intersight Web service verifies the signature of
incoming request with the RSA public key for the API Key ID.
E. The incoming REST API request is challenged by the Cisco
Intersight Web service with a request for the RSA private key
Answer: C,D
Explanation:
Reference:
https://documenter.getpostman.com/view/30210/SVfWN6Yc?version=l
atest
https://github.com/ansible/ansible/pull/51309/files/a68de94464a
d34b4e6836f86662ef0ba6060a2e9
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